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Title
RCT Ravioli Cutter Stamp Set Plus Pasta Cutter Wheel - Cut And Seal Any Shape Or Size
Ravioli, Lasagna Or Pasta - Stainless Steel With Wooden Handle, Fluted Edge Set Of 4 Cutting
Tools Round / Square

Bullet Point 1
A COMPLETE SET OF PASTA CUTTER TOOLS. Cut pasta and pastry into any shape or size
for the perfect round or square ravioli, lasagna noodle, or pastry. Use the pasta cutter wheel to
cut custom noodle shapes and sizes, large or small! The sharp fluted edges make your pasta
look like it was professionally cut. Never struggle again with ragged pasta edges. Our round or
square ravioli stamp and fluted pastry cutter wheel cuts perfectly the first time.

Bullet Point 2
CREATE A TIGHT SEAL YOU CAN TRUST WITH EVERY RAVIOLI NOODLE, thanks to our
fluted ravioli stamp and pasta cutter wheel. Your filling will never leak with the reliably tight seal
you can easily achieve with each ravioli maker. Whether you choose round or square ravioli,
this ravioli tool set will yield the perfectly shaped, perfectly sealed, leak-proof ravioli every time!

Bullet Point 3
ENJOY A COMFORTABLE, ERGONOMIC HOLD while you cut perfect ravioli with your round
or square ravioli stamp. Cut perfect lasagna or egg noodles with the pastry wheel cutter. Our
pasta roller and ravioli cutter will fit perfectly in your hand, so you can cut dozens of noodles
without fatigue. You will love the way our pasta cutters feels.

Bullet Point 4
YOUR STAINLESS STEEL RAVIOLI MAKER SET with pasta cutting wheel are rust-proof so
you can enjoy years of perfectly cut pasta, ravioli, and pastry. The stainless steel cutting blades
are easy to clean, dishwasher-safe, and will never gunk up. Your pasta roller and cutter set are
designed of only the highest quality materials to give you a lifetime of worry-free pasta cutting.
This is the last ravioli set you will ever have to buy.

Bullet Point 5
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - We are so sure you will love your stainless steel ravioli
stamp set plus rolling pasta cutter that we offer a 100% no-questions-asked 30-day money-back
guarantee. If you are not completely satisfied with your pasta cutter set, let us know and you will
receive a full refund.

Description
<p><br></p><p><strong>Cut and Seal Pasta with
Ease!</strong><br></p><p><strong></strong>Are you tired of spending all day trying to shape,
cut, and seal ravioli , only to end up with leaky, irregular shapes? Have you given up on making
homemade ravioli for company?</p><p><br></p><p>What if you had a way to cut perfect
shapes with a reliable seal, in minutes, every single time? Imagine being able to wow your
guests with restaurant-quality ravioli!&nbsp; It may sound like a pipe dream, but this is a reality
with our pasta roller and cutter set, which includes:</p><p><br></p><ul><li>A small round
ravioli stamp with fluted edges so you can cut and seal beautiful, small, round shapes with one
push. </li><li>A large round ravioli stamp with fluted edges that cuts big, beautiful ravioli in one
quick, easy push. This stamp is 2.6 in. diameter and 3.9 in. tall.</li><li>A square ravioli stamp
with fluted edges so you can cut and seal your ravioli in this classic shape in a matter of
seconds. This ravioli stamp is 2.8 in. square and 4.5 in. tall.</li><li>A fluted pasta cutter wheel
so you can cut all kinds of shapes. This pasta wheel is 2.8 in. at the stainless steel base and 5.1
in. tall.</li></ul><p><br></p><p><strong>You Will Only Be Limited By Your
Imagination</strong></p><p>Our pasta cutter set is more than an amazing ravioli cutter! The
fluted pastry wheel noodle cutter cuts noodles in any size or shape with beautiful fluted edges.
Make professional-quality homemade lasagna with minimal effort. Cut your noodles into
triangles, moons, circles, irregular shapes, or any fun shape. Not only will your pasta cutter
wheel and ravioli stamp set make your pasta-making easier, it will make it fun too! This would
be the ideal set for new cooks, teaching children, or anyone looking for an easier way to cut
pasta!<br></p><p><strong>A Presentation You Can Be Proud Of</strong></p><p>Invest in
your cooking skills today and give your meal the presentation it deserves!
</p>
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What Description Looks Like
Cut and Seal Pasta with Ease
Are you tired of spending all day trying to shape, cut, and seal ravioli, only to end up with leaky,
irregular shapes? Have you given up on making homemade ravioli for company?

What if you had a way to cut perfect shapes with a reliable seal, in minutes, every single time?
Imagine being able to wow your guests with restaurant-quality ravioli! It may sound like a pipe
dream, but this is a reality with our pasta roller and cutter set, which includes:
●
●
●
●

A small round ravioli stamp with fluted edges so you can cut and seal beautiful, small,
round shapes with one push.
A large round ravioli stamp with fluted edges that cuts big, beautiful ravioli in one quick,
easy push. This stamp is 2.6” diameter and 3.9” tall.
A square ravioli stamp with fluted edges so you can cut and seal your ravioli in this
classic shape in a matter of seconds. This ravioli stamp is 2.8” square and 4.5” tall.
A fluted pasta cutter wheel so you can cut all kinds of shapes. This pasta wheel is 2.8” at
the stainless steel base and 5.1” tall.

You Will Only Be Limited By Your Imagination
Our pasta cutter set is more than an amazing ravioli cutter! The fluted pastry wheel noodle
cutter cuts noodles in any size or shape with beautiful fluted edges. Make professional-quality
homemade lasagna with minimal effort. Cut your noodles into triangles, moons, circles, irregular
shapes, or any fun shape. Not only will your pasta cutter wheel and ravioli stamp set make your
pasta-making easier, it will make it fun too! This would be the ideal set for new cooks, teaching
children, or anyone looking for an easier way to cut pasta!
A Presentation You Can Be Proud Of!
Invest in your cooking skills today and give your meal the presentation it deserves!
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